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さらに表⽰

2018 3-Year Business Plan

Akira Nozaki Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. Thank you all for coming 2018
mid-term business plan briefing of Sumitomo Metal Mining Co., Ltd., what we call it the
2018 3-Year Business Plan today. Iʼm Nozaki, the president of this company.

Since we have just completed the 2018 3-Year Business Plan, Iʼm going to announce its
plan content to you. Although the handout is voluminous, I want you to read all means
well.

First of all, please look at the cover of this document. It says, “Become a World Leader
in the Non-Ferrous Metals Industry-Taking on the Challenge for New Growth-”. This is
our theme for this mid-term business plan.

2018 3-Year Business Plan

I. Message from the President 1

I. Message from the President 2



Table of contents are on the second page. I would like to proceed with the description
along them.

I. Message from the President 1



Take a look at page 4.

It is entitled Progress Over the Last 20 Years. Since the 2003 3-Year Business Plan,
weʼve promoted a growth strategy on a continuing basis. However, for us, there is a
new clear difference than before. Let me explain it.

As of the document, we significantly changed our management since the JCO criticality
accident in September 1999.

In the 2001 2-Year Business Plan, reconfirming the corporate philosophy, we decided to
return to the core business. While some people said Mineral Resources and Smelting &
Refining business is declining, we had decisively invested foreign markets as selection
and concentration, being convinced that the industry could be a seed to grow with the
development of the world economy Then, the execution result of 15-year-continuous
strategy plan can be found in among the count that I am going to describe now. 
In other words, in order to formulate this plan, we drew a new start line on top of our
previous growth taking on the challenge for new growth.

I. Message from the President 2



Letʼs move on to page 5. We listed themes of the business plan over the last 20 years.

Sorry for chock-full information, 2003 2-Year Business Plan is the third blue column
from the leftmost. At the next one, you can see Promote growth strategy. The current
policy began from here. On making an investment in Mineral Resources and Smelting &
Refining business, hopefully by getting a fair wind of rising of resource price, weʼve
promoted the plan further, kept selection and concentration tightly, and reformed
business structure.

The far right is the 2015 3-Year Business Plan. We strengthened synergy through three-
business collaboration with getting it more efficient. On the basis of these contents, the
Companyʼs growth strategy is said to have issued a certain degree of success, between
the 2015 3-Year Business Plan.

I. Message from the President 3



Let me move on to page 6 for positioning of the 2018 3-Year Business Plan.

In taking over management in June last year (2018), I decided to focus on consistency.
Of course, for the break-through of internal control, it was worth considering to choose
not to focalize it. On the other hand, since the companyʼs basic strategy is defined by
the long-term perspective, I made sure it should have been almost immutable.

However, entering the 21 century, Iʼve estimated our every facing challenge and
strategy have been going through the period of maturity after its heyday, embryonic,
and development period. In short, itʼs time to change our stage. In fact, in a coming
trend of digitalization, they say that non-ferrous materials are more necessity.

The industry expected to grow are our resource development, Smelting & Refining, and
manufacturing technology of advanced materials. I think that now is the chance to take
a new growth step forward.

In the organization of this 2018 3-Year Business Plan, I gave special weight to a
strategy leads to a new stage for the next 10 or 15 years. With that mindset, nothing
changes in the strategy until now. Even if the same tactics based on a long-term vision,
the meaning of them will be exceptionally different than before ways.

Particularly in our business, a set of ideas, vision, planning, and implementation is
carried out in a period of 5 years and 10 years. So, we adopt the backcasting method in



order to plan the next 3 year with 10 or 15 years later in mind at all times.

Also, in regard to this 2018 3-Year Business Plan, we do not mean only 3-year
disposable strategy. This plan contains things to do for the long-term goal. It should not
be come-and-go. I think we have to catch up on the trend, take the measure of
direction of the times, and promote the strategy to realize a continuous growth.

As one stage (of growth strategy model), we coin each investment “Planting” as in-
house jargon. Whereas most of the Planting projects are almost at a stage prior to
decision-making or execution, now we are preparing for some large-scale investments.
We have plans to invest management resources on an unprecedented scale for them.

Nobody knows the suitable time to invest until it actually comes. Especially in our
Mineral Resources and Smelting & Refining business, such an unpredictable thing is a
very big factor. In this case, the timing of investment is overlapping the period of this
business plan by chance. However, weʼve prepared for this plan with due consideration
of our own financial background and project executiveness.

I. Message from the President 4

On page 7, a summary of figures for the 2018 3-Year Business Plan is described.



Under the influence of large-scale investments, free cash flow in three-year cumulative
is expected to be negative.However, the investments for this time are only two kinds;
one is already decided to make, and another is a kind of business we would like to
embark on as a strategy. So, they are likely to strengthen our future revenue base and
expected to be a foundation of our companyʼs next growth.

On the one hand, we planed high-level investment, on the other hand, we are going to
move ahead with the implementation of measures to improve the profitability of the
existing business. Therefore, from the point of view of business revenue, our financial
foundation can be maintained.

As for the dividend payout ratio, previously it was over 30 percent. But we will perform
it over 35 percent. It is five percent more than we had planned before. Details would be
described later.

I. Message from the President 5

Letʼs go on to page 8 titled Maximizing Corporate Value.

As I have always said, our corporate governance is the maximization of both corporate
value and shareholder profit.



In the final analysis, “Maximizing Corporate Value” means promoting the growth
strategy and strengthening the business structure. In other words, we have to enhance
the business structure to promote the growth strategy and monetize it surely.

It is not until such a profitable business ecosystem of this strategy is completed that we
make the structure to the next growth strategy full-fledged. If some part of the system
were in bad condition, the devotion of resources to recover it would be enormous
including a harmful influence against other growth strategies.

Therefore, we are looking forward to growing the whole organization from each
individual employee to act with initiative and resolve their challenges.

1) Long-Term Vision 1

Next, let me talk about long-term vision and initiatives to date on page 10.

This time, the long-term vision has been revised. And we reconsidered Become a World
Leader in the Non-Ferrous Metals Industry and Targets slightly. As I mentioned before,
although we are not changing our targets in a long-term perspective basically, itʼs likely
to add some modifications to them situationally.

) Long-Term Vision 2



Iʼd like to look at page 11. Here are five elements of what we think the world leader in
the field of non-ferrous metals industry should have.

Three of five at the bottom are things we itemized in an excellent company of Japan in
Long-Term Vision.

Since we draw a bead on becoming the leader, we are strongly conscious of not only
great in company size and profit but having ability of contribution towards society. Also,
as for a unique business model that can not be easily emulated by other major mineral
resource companies, this is a straightforward expression of our own corporate
competitiveness.

Of course, any business models themselves are maybe imitable, but we are going to
thicken and make their contents sophisticated. And until now, we have to well-polish
our cost competitiveness and strengthen profitability so that we can make a certain
profit despite the tight market.

1) Long-Term Vision 3



There is a numerical target Regarding Profit of 150.0 Billion Yen on page 12.

In the left side, a blue graph shows the FCX (Freeport-McMoRan), the orange one is
Teck. These two companies are our business partners, and also they are leading
overseas companies of non-ferrous.

In regard to A level on par with global non-ferrous metal companies, weʼve estimated
the achievement of 150 billion yen. Of course, it would not be significant for our
employees that if the figure is not unreal. As the right graph indicates, we feel this is at
a realistic level due to that expected strategy effect and with consideration in that
growing expansion of our business.

Of course, concentrating and collaborating of all the members in each group company
and partner companies are essential to achieving it.

1) Long-Term Vision 4



Letʼs move to page 13 for Reasoning Behind the Targets such as Nickel, Copper, Gold,
and Materials.

Regarding copper, we acquired the interest of Quebrada Blanca. When its operation
starts, weʼll be almost to achieve the targets.

However, as I usually mentioned, our business is inseparable from consumable
resources; if we stop, itʼs impossible to recover it. So, Iʼm sure we should be getting
more opportunities to acquire other interests. For that, itʼs taken for granted to maintain
enough sound financial foundation.

Also, for 150 kt of annual production capacity of nickel, although it looks like the same
as the year before, there is a not-so-little difference. When the target was set first, we
were in pursuit of increasing our corporate size as global top class nickel company about
in 5th. In short, we decided the goal of quantity to upgrade our scale mainly.

Nowadays, with expansion of the business of cathode material of battery materials, the
meaning is greatly changing that we develop nickel resources. Itʼs pure nickel (Class 1)
for advanced materials including battery materials that our customers are demanding.

The development of resources for this time is aiming not to size but to quality; we are
focusing on our proud Class 1 such as HPAL in the Philippines.



As for gold, weʼve removed the numerical targets for this time unlike 30 ton in the past.
Business models of our gold resource development than other metals have plenty of
variety from high-class and size-limited one such as Hishikari mine to gold grade 1 gram
per ton low-grade large-scale mine.

Among these various projects, we would like to acquire superior interests we can make
use of our technologies on the lookout for an opportunity to participate in new mine
operations.

In regard to materials, the phraseology is different from “new material for profit 5
billion” we mentioned before. Weʼd like to increase the profitability of core business such
as battery materials and raise other advanced materials.

In material business, the one-time success of one product does not make you safe
because technological innovation happens most frequently and products are more likely
to be out-of-date. Itʼs a key point of business management to develop any interfaces
with customers and operate a new profitable business with understanding the strengths
of technologies we have. Thatʼs the reason why the number has been considered as the
target.

2) Overview of Initiatives to Date 1



I would like you to see page 14. Iʼll talk about Major Projects Since the Corporate
Reform Plan.

As I touched on it just before, our 20 years history has started over from here, 5 Major
Projects + 1, at the top of that figure.

Here are 26 projects. As one of our features of business development, with each project
going well, scale expands the related business and downstream process. Itʼs expected
that the same thing comes true in any strategies of the 2018 3-Year Business Plan weʼll
explain henceforth.

2) Overview of Initiatives to Date 2

And, on page 15, we talked about the Effect of Long-Term Strategy or the results of
past strategies.

Copper interest production is remarkably growing, and electrolytic copper production
has reached 450 kt.

Moreover, nickel-based product production is increasing, too. Now, the key factor is how
much growing our raw materials are. In 2000, nickel production including ferronickel
was 58,000 Ton, about 40 percent of which was of our raw material at that time.



2018, on the right side, itʼs been almost going up 85,000 Ton, about 80 percent of
which is of our raw material. So, we have kept our nickel business expanding in an
integrated way.

In the bottom right of the Figure, it is a Profit (Loss) before tax. Due to those
fluctuations in every year are basically caused by exchange and non-ferrous market, it
seems hard to estimate. Expect special circumstances such as impairment, it can be
said that our company has been able to make a certain profit even in a featureless
market.

2) Overview of Initiatives to Date 3

Weʼve explained the growth rate of total assets (book value, compared to the end
FY2000 on page 16.

Our total assets have increased by about 3.5 times. Without large-scale M & A, itʼs only
we that have realized such a massive growth all over our overseas competitors.

1) Safety Results



Next, letʼs move on to the Review of the 2015 3-Year Business Plan.

First of all, I would like you to see page 18 for safety results. Regarding this, we did not
achieve the target number at all. We are going to give a detailed explanation of it later.

2) Top Priorities in the 2015 3-Yr Business Plan



On page 19, each strategy by business is described.

Being based on our evaluation, the most prior matters for the 2015 3-Year Business
Plan have been almost completed.

Especially in acquisition and expansion of additional interest of copper materials, weʼve
gotten magnificent results. Also, regarding battery materials, weʼve achieved the target
of making it have a presence in the market.

3 ) Consolidated Performance Trends



Page 20 is for counting.

As this graph indicates, I am afraid to inform you that weʼve failed to achieve 3-Year
Business Plan targets for both net sales and profit.

4 ) Analysis of Profit Before Tax (2015 3-Yr Business Plan
2018 vs. FY2018 Forecast)



See page 21 for an analysis of profit before tax.

To put it briefly, the results have been halved approximately as against FY2018 forecast
in the 2015 3-Year Business Plan were expected 170 billion yen.

As Iʼve shown with a diagram, despite that market factors have been in balance, the
result was much worse than we had forecast because of loss such as 34 billion yen
reduced production and 35 billion yen in cost differential. In our point of view, the cost
differential contains deterioration of the fixed costs by reduced production.

In the mineral resources section, reduced production of copper production volume by
modification of the mining plan and deterioration of ore body to dig beside the accident
of pit collapse of Candelaria resulted mainly in it.

And in the metals section, stopping operation by facility reinforcement of THPAL led to
this result. As far as I understand, the accident occurred in the midst of the realization
of competitiveness of it after facility expansion.

I am going to talk about the way to keep up with such business foundation matters
including resource materials and metals later.

5 ) Current Issues



Page 22 indicates the current issues.

As this shows, there is a plurality of items. Although they are all key challenges, I would
like to focus on and explain two issues.

First, enhancing and improving business infrastructure, or the recovery of production
capabilities. We are now concentrating our efforts to rebuild the structure to execute
things to do; never fail to achieve the target we have set.

Another, we should strengthen our ability to carry out dialogue with partners. As I
touched on a topic of reduced production of the overseas interest of copper mines
before, change as this contributes badly to profit, and itʼs a core issue to management.

So, itʼs key to enhance the ability to carry out dialogue with our major partners related
to management of overseas mines in mineral business and with our main customers in
metals and materials business as to catch up and get an accurate picture of trends of
the market and new products.

In practice, I had just seen other managers in metals business oftentimes when I was
chief executive of Metal Business Division. In these days, Iʼve actually met some key
persons in some industries widely such as customers of the overseas resource major
and in materials and metals. It must be important that integrating information Iʼve
gotten from them into our businesses.



1 ) Positioning of the 2018 3-Year Business Plan (Again)

Weʼll talk about Basic Strategy of the 2018 3-Year Business Plan, please go on to page
24.

2 ) Safety Initiatives



We titled page 25 Safety Initiatives.

Our safety activities have been worse for about three years, and weʼve been deeply
concerned about this matter. In the business plan of this and next time, to prevent
serious accidents is in top priority. Having thought to that as the main purpose, weʼve
set a goal to limit all the accidents.

This graph shows the number of occupational accidents. Just like ordinary companies, it
excludes minor accidents without lost operating times. But if we did not try to keep
these incidents minimum, the total number of accidents would not be decreased.

At workplaces, based on the three realities principle (real places, real factors, and real
things), top management and supervisors grasp actual conditions at sites and promote
facility improvements, and work using procedures that naturally take safety into
sufficient consideration.

3 ) Three Main Basic Strategies



On page 26, we mentioned about three main basic strategies of each business in the
2018 3-Year Business Plan: strengthen the growth foundation of core business (Mineral
Resources, Smelting & Refining, and Materials), three-business collaboration centered
on cathode materials for batteries, and strengthen corporate functions.

Regarding three-business collaboration, weʼve made a continuous effort to strengthen it
for a few years. But I think the collaboration is no more than a slogan unless each
individual business comes to be strong. I would like to give an explanation of them
individually.

3 ) Three Main Basic Strategies (1) Strengthen the growth
foundation: 3 major projects



Page 27 corresponds to aggressive investment to Strengthen the growth foundation of
the core business.

There are three major projects; shifting up the second phase of Quebrada Blanca in
Mineral Resources, developing Pomalaa nickel and cobalt in Smelting & Refining, and
expanding battery materials in Materials.



As I mentioned on page 14 before, weʼve started over 5 major projects + 1 since 2000.
After that, there is a lot of follow-through projects.

Among these projects, for example, when the development of Pomalaa is realized, a
large business opportunity will come to us and a large investment will be needed; as a
matter of course firmly we are now studying it, taking into account the relation of the
downstream of the business model such as materials business and smelting & refining
business.

Thus, we meant to strengthen the core of the business.

3 ) Three Main Basic Strategies (2) Strengthen three-
business collaboration



This page 28 is described for strengthening three-business collaboration as the second
of three main basic strategies.

Taking an example of battery cathode materials and resources here, we just said
Maximally leverage the integrated production structure as a subitem of three-businesses
collaboration centered on cathode materials for batteries before (on page 26).
Interpreting that phrase, you could get our unique strength of owning all the processes
including resources to form the perspectives of both our customers and competitors.

“From mineral resources to smelting & refining”. There is another chain of businesses in
those flow from the base material such as nickel sulfate to advanced materials. To
control that business liking (to each joint point) in our company is our unique business
model over the world.

As I mentioned before, although any business models are imitable, we are going to
sophisticate it and become the company nonpareil.

3 ) Three Main Basic Strategies (3) Strengthen corporate
functions



We will touch on strengthening corporate functions on page 29.

The details are described here; in a word, reforming to ambitious corporate is the
theme of the 2018 3-Year Business Plan.

Of course, weʼve seen business itself and corporate division especially to support growth
as significant, but from now on, it will be indispensable that the headquarters division
actives with aggressiveness in a sense by becoming the forefront, besides keeping up
with a changing environment in a reactive way.

4 ) Secure, Develop and Make the Most of Human Resources



Letʼs turn to page 30.

In any business, to secure human resource is the very theme. As affairs, concrete
response to promotion of work style reform is needed. And now it is generally
problematized: the decline of a sense of belonging and fixing property to the company
of young people, an increase in the liquidity of the labor force, and recruitment rules.

Under such circumstance, itʼs greatly challenging to secure talents equal our with
domestic and overseas partners and competitors by realizing sustainable growth. 
Although we should not miss any strategies we itemized here, it seems hard to
complete them.

But, as Iʼve been saying to employees, itʼs only directional to achieve these whole
targets; our goal is just to maximize corporate value and secure human resources for
that. We have to remember this macro perspective at any time.

5 ) Strengthening of Corporate Governance 1



Weʼve described the strengthening of corporate governance on page 31.

Weʼve been focusing on the improvement of our corporate governance. Today, let me
skip the details, but there is one essential thing you should know – The Sumitomo
Business Spirit on the same page.

We feel reassured by and thankful for this precept as something to read in order to go
back to our basic mind. With this as an origin, we are unfolding our management
principle.

5 ) Strengthening of Corporate Governance 4



Jumping to page 34, weʼve explained Renewal of Our Takeover Defense Measures.

The expiry of the time of our takeover defense measures will have come at the AGM in
6, 2019. Because of the particularity of our businesses, there is still a risk of abusive
takeover. So, at the same time as announcing of this business plan, we declared the
renewal of takeover defense measures.

5 ) Strengthening of Corporate Governance 5



Letʼs move to page 35 and 36 for the promotion of SMM CSR.

Regarding its content, itʼs as following here. Weʼve set and aimed at our vision for 2020
in each CSR Subcommittee. As we come closer to the deadline, what we achieved and
might not are becoming obvious.

5 ) Strengthening of Corporate Governance 6



So, we are planning to try to start all over again, in short, our vision for 2013. This is
the target year of SDGs, too. We are considering the implementation of activities based
on it. Regarding our vision for 2030, we are going to announce it for FY2019.

6 ) Capital Expenditure, Investment, and Financing



Here is page 37 for the expenditure during the 2018 3-Year Business Plan.

Since this is only the medium plan, some projects and investments in here are up in the
air at this time; the contribution is uncertain funding.

According to a result of our test calculation in a certain condition, we expect an
unprecedented scale of investments such as 490 billion for these three years. Details
might be touched on presenting an investment plan for each fiscal year.

7 ) R & D Expenses



Please open page 38 for R & D Expenses.

As this indicates, we will devote them not only to the business domain such as
improvement of ore dressing of mineral resources but also to sustainable business and
creation of new products and businesses mainly in a sense of strengthening of R & D.

We have been discussing it with some business sections having market information and
considering open innovation with some partner universities.

8 ) Profit Before Tax



I would like to move on to page 39 for profit before tax. This is also a test calculation
with a certain condition.

Since the term of the business plan is up to FY2021, some investment projects during
this term will have become profitable and competitive after FY2022. We have to
strengthen our business foundation and run with certain profitability which does not
generate opportunity loss.

9 ) Free Cash Flow (FCF)



Letʼs turn to page 40 for free cash flow.

Itʼs planned to be a significant deficit of 110 billion yen because of the expenditure of
large-scale projects.

10 ) Dividend Policy and Financial Targets



However, the worsening of a financial indicator is negligible.

As this page shows, we plan to raise the dividend payout ratio to 35 percent or higher.

To be sure, management environment is unpredictable. Should the circumstance
deteriorate drastically, in case of the change within forecastable bounds, we would keep
our financial structure normal with these measures: narrowing the projects of
investment after careful thought about our financial status and delaying something
lesser important as far as possible.

1 ) Mineral Resources (1) Quebrada Blanca II PJ
Implementation



Next, I would like to brief on strategy for each business.

Please move to page 43 for Quebrada Blanca in Mineral Resources Business. It is just as
I announced the other day, but in fact, I had said in the company like this In 2018,
there is a high possibility that superior interest of copper mine gets underway. We could
not meet such a big chance of acquisition of interest for a long time, maybe once every
ten years. So, we think it has been very meaningful to acquire Quebrada Blanca on 11
May 2018.

Copper ore deposit with full of promise has been found, and sulfide deposit we can mine
has been appearing near the surface with the completion of processing of oxidized ore.
However, since weʼll invest 4.7 billion USD to its construction, we have to keep a close
eye on that and make competitive on schedule.

1 ) Mineral Resources (2) Stabilizing Operation of the Sierra
Gorda PJ



Page 44 is for Sierra Gorda.

Weʼve improved each operational indicators of Sierra Gorda much. With some points
awaiting solution in operation much less, we are now focusing on preventive
maintenance around a place next to troubles such as conveyors and chutes.

Regarding debottlenecking according to the plan above, we are going to increase
profitability by establishing an enterprise to raise processing volume.

1 ) Mineral Resources (3) Implementation of the Côté Gold
Project



Page 45 is for Côté.

Time frame projection is like this, and nine personnel of our company are sent to a
team of project deliberation.We are promoting Detailed Design and De-Risk, or
elimination of any risks.

1 ) Mineral Resources (4) Hishikari Mine: Establishing a Base
for Long-Term Stable Operation



Page 46 is for Hishikarari Mine, our important asset. I wished to explain it, but the time
did not permit me to talk about it today.

1 ) Mineral Resources (5) Exploration, Acquisition of New
Interests



Regarding exploration, we continue to do it thus.

2 ) Smelting & Refining (1) Expand Nickel Business



The next is a topic of Smelting & Refining.

Page 48 is for Pomalaa, and the definitive feasibility study is in progress. We expect it
becomes an additional supply source of Class1 nickel and cobalt used for battery
materials as a growing sector.

As for this, too, we are coping with de-risking of the investment carefully.

2 ) Smelting & Refining (2) Further Strengthen Production
Capabilities



Page 49 is for further strengthening of production capabilities.

This slide shows brief explanations of our every refinery. In THPAL, we are now
considering some measures to raise capacity utilization in comparison with large
reduced production because of equipment repair in FY2018.

Regarding the first headline “Eliminate unscheduled operation halts with thorough
preventive maintenance” is indisputable.

As for the second Shorten scheduled operation halts by making work more efficient
leverage ICT technology is also beyond question. But I think itʼs not only that. We are
going to make a little expenditure in the development of the pipe expansion and the
maintenance of heavy equipment, building the structure to catch up with some troubles.

3 ) Materials (1) Continuous Creation of New Products and
Renewal of Business Portfolio



Page 50 is for Materials Business.

We described it like this Promote CASE, Expand opportunities for materials business.
Development of digitalized society is considered as a significant trend and change that
some products of our group companies can grow.

As this shows, in the automotive industry with wide ranges, our products have potential
uses as you see. We have to make contact with customers in every parts department
and make our technology and materials appealing to them.

As a matter of course, there are kaleidoscopic changes in technologies and in needed
materials from day to day, but we will continue to create new products, making energy
and the environment, and information and communication our domain in this materials.

3 ) Materials (1) Continuous Creation of New Products and
Renewal of Business Portfolio 2



We will touch on a future portfolio in materials business on page 51.

Since this is for the 2024 3-Year Business Plan, we set to the target in FY2025 to 2027.
This is only imagine, and NCA on top and NMC on the right side mean battery materials.
Any materials we are dealing with are described here.

3 ) Materials (2) Become Self-Sufficient as a True Core
Business



Page 52 is for reorganization.

We plan to reorganize battery materials division at 4 January 2019 because its scale has
increased enough. We are aiming to establish a strategic implementation structure for
the expanding battery materials business and sustainable growth for the advanced
materials business.

Spread of xEV in fashion commoditizes cathode materials in a certain sense and
generates a lot of other competitors.

So, as to win such field definitely and maximize our advantage as first movers, we are
going to quicken decision-making and promote the strategies of battery materials
division.

Regarding advanced materials, as we described “Clarify line management,
responsibilities, and authority, each individual from division heads to each unit-leaders
to have an idea “If I have to run the business alone, what should I need to know?” for
our constructing system. Those elements are, for example, business strategies,
operation, sales, safety, and so on.

3 ) Materials (3) Battery Materials Business, Crystals
Business



Page 53 is for the future market size of battery cathode materials and Crystals.

Battery materials in future plans are at the left side of the graph, and forecast of
demand for SAW chips is the right side of the graph. Thus, we are promoting our
strategies with a hard look at the future, being free from the 2018 3-Year Business Plan.

4 ) Research & Development



Page 54 is for research and development.

As I explained before, we plan to develop products that customers will prefer, making
the best use of contacts of both our new businesses and customers.

The most important thing is the Development of lithium-ion battery recycling process at
the bottom. Currently, weʼve recovered copper and nickel and planned to commercialize
a new process of recovery of cobalt.

5 ) Promote Digitalization



Page 55 is for promoting digitalization. Weʼve described our issues to be tackled.

As I mentioned it previously, we have tried to make mining operation automated and
unmanned in order to save labor and ensure safety. We think it as what is due even in
our future projects.

Including work style reform, we see RPA of administrative divisions at the bottom as a
future significant tool and consider things similar to that.

So, thatʼs todayʼs topics Iʼve hit upon highlights. In our businesses, and the
development and operation of limited resources advanced materials become harder in
various aspects day by day.

However, in fact, weʼve improved operating results painstakingly and with steadiness.

Thank you all for your attention.

Question and Answer session.

Q Giving a glimpse to Teckʼs documentation regarding Quebrada Blanca, it looks like
large-scaled mine such as Morenci and Cerro Verde with stripping cost much less. What
do you think about it? 
Nozaki︓As for the Quebrada Blanca project, weʼve known about it since a long time



ago. At that time, the estimation of the mine was enough. With the exploration
progressing, its potential ore deposit was found at the bottom and re-evaluated as
large-scale mine.

As you said, I remember the stripping ratio is 1 to 0.7, maybe. In other words, whereas
in ordinary mine you should strip 2 or 3 to mine 1 ore, in Quebrada Blanca you will do
only 0.7. In a cost-wise sense, the mine is very stronger.

Besides that, since the amount of volume is richer, the long mine life can be expected.
To be honest, we ourselves expect it will become the mine such as Morenci and Cerro
Verde.

Q If unfortunately, should you have given up the Pomalaa project as a result of FS,
there would have been a risk of delay in your plan of integration such as getting
materials from the mine and creating battery products from them.

Nozaki Itʼs true that we start up the project with ease as you assumed if a story, but
we always consider the new process of Smelting & Refining of nickel. Preparing for
realizing such ideations as the second and third measure, we apologize itʼs hard to say
here about what that is.

Q May I ask for further information on Sierra Gordaʼs increasing ore grade?

Nozaki Regarding the Sierra Gorda, itʼs only profiling matter of ore deposit of the
mine. Maybe in 2020, on its peak, weʼll reach the most high-grade deposit and can
except increasing processing volume and copper amount.

Q As for materials business, youʼve made the overview of production only to FY2024, a
little later. I would like to get which one you plan to strengthen in the 2018 3-Year
Business Plan. And, my impression is that minor resource constraints of an upstream
process would be a bottleneck until Pomalaa start. What ʻon your mind?

Nozaki Regarding materials business, weʼve considered battery materials as the core.
Itʼs true that we described only investment of 35 billion yen on materials business for
the 2018 3-Year Business Plan period without touching on a scale. But now, demands
from our customers are increasing and we have to catch up with it.

I think you are asking about bottleneck of raw materials in a case that operation of the
Pomalaa project got behind schedule. We could deal with it enough by partly using
available other raw materials corresponding to our supply of nickel and cobalt

Q About Sierra Gorda, you forecast the large increase in production.

For page 67 (Analysis of Profit before Tax), my impression is that certainly, cash flow at
FY2021 looks net positive, but profit does not. What strategies can you plan for
increasing it more?



Nozaki I think you are asking about a possible strategy to improve more profitability
of the Sierra Gorda. In the current situation, the operation sometimes stops due to
break of a belt conveyor or part of the equipment. There are some troubles due to such
a hard operation, but we are trying to raise operation rates by preventive and improving
maintenance.

Regarding the operation of the copper mine, itʼs according to this formula: multiply raw
ore grade by grade of ore for refining, operational rate of equipment, and recovery rate
of ore dressing. There is no choice but to raise each parameter of those elements. We
have to make steady efforts from now.

Q I would like to ask you about Capital Expenditure and investment and financing. At
the start of your explanation, you touched on how do you think about your business
environment and said that your businesses entered maturity stage different from the
previous business plans. I am wondering why did you make a decision to expand capital
expenditures despite it reached the grown period. This would be my first question.

And as the actual content of investment, for example with Smelting & Refining, you
planed 160 billion yen or more. What do you consider on the effect of capital
expenditures as maintenance, in a potentiated sense, such as recovery of existing
facilities, getting with any troubles, and renewal due to aging? And regarding another
question about investment and financing, although you said it would be later, I would
like to know about analytics of contents rather than those of capital expenditures by
divisions, or I would appreciate if you could tell me about, in both renewal and
strengthening, the effect and term to harvest with its background.

Nozaki I think you are asking about investment and our business maturity in a sense.
Almost all the growth strategies have become profitable since these 15 years, and to
our regret, we did withdraw a few. Maturity means they have come to be one of the
business foundations or our ordinary operation.

Although it is still great, those who have been satisfied at this step would wither. We are
going to enter the new stage like Act 2, climbing up a ladder of growth to date. Not that
our company is in the term of maturity, itʼs just encouraging to the next growth.

And page 37 is for investment, and we did not disclose the details this time. Going over
every fiscal year investment plan might help you understand. As you said, certainly itʼs
ordinary to count it as investment and financing if in overseas business. But as for what
we will be major like Pomalaa, we consider it an investment. As I mentioned before,
since some of these investments are undecided and pending in funding, itʼs only how we
distinguished them in this perspective.

About Quebrada Blanca, since the construction plan is at the final stage, we plan to
start its production in 2021. As an effect, it will be the first.



Although 2021 is the final year in the business plan, we do not think itʼll have been
profitable so much until that time because this term is for commissioning and ramp-up.

Itʼs unlikely that the production would be 240,000 Ton swiftly and unclear when the
project could start during 2021. Again, as an effect, this is the most certain.

Q Let me confirm the target number of profit as the long-term.

First of all, with considering in your companyʼs character, itʼs questionable if committing
to the amount such as 150 billion yen as profit is good for you. And regarding these
“effect of strategy” and “+ α”, what generates the delta?

As a matter of course, “in long-term vision” may not mean “in infinite time”. Would you
mind giving me an explanation of contribution and commission to both 40 billion yen of
an effect of strategy and 10 billion yen of + α if actually, you are targeting around
2024?

Nozaki As for 150 billion yen as profit target, you are right, and we never set the
target on counting. First of all, itʼs just a result of calculation of the effect of strategy
with a certain condition. If any projects worked properly, the effect of strategy could
result in 40 billion yen.

Then, regarding 10 billion yen as “+ α”, though nothing I can say surely, as I talked
before, we have to expand the process with corresponding to each mineral resources
development business since our company has in-house material flow. Besides that, we
have to increase production capacity for those materials. So, we can expect more
premium or such effect, and other unprecedented projects will be born, of course.

For that, we contact closely to major mineral resources and make ourselves appealing
to them. In fact, “maintain the financial structure” also have a similar meaning to that.
At first, most potential partners likely to ask us “Do you have financial backbones?” and
judge whether we worth as a partner. We can not miss any chance in this phase.

Q Seeing the document of page 67 (Analysis of Profit before Tax), I got a question in
my mind. It is about the factor of improvement of “other 16 billion yen”. Besides it, I
heard that 70 billion yen as lost profits because of reduced production and some
troubles for the 2015 3-Year Business Plan previously. So, could not you recovery of it
during this 2018 3-Year Business Plan period?

Nozaki Regarding negative factors such as cost differential and reduced production for
the 2015 3-Year Business Plan term, with considering in current situation, for example,
reduced production of overseas mine by a little deterioration of copper ore grade, it is
hard to recover rapidly. Moreover, itʼs unclear in a progression, and we are reconsidering
the current situation, so the recovery may not be realized within the 2018 3-Year



Business Plan period. However, this depends on a condition of enough operation of
THPAL, and cost likewise.

All current things considered, the whole recovery of these cannot be expected.

And concerning “other 16 billion yen” on page 67, there were some transitory negative
factors such as royalty for Cerro Verde in FY2018. Since itʼs only once, this part will be
improved.

Q About shareholder return, in my perspective, you could have a number of options
such as setting the minimum value of dividends. But youʼve made a decision like a
“consolidated dividend payout ratio raised to 35% or higher”. I would like to know the
contents of the discussion of it.

Nozaki Regarding consolidated dividend payout ratio raised to 35% or higher, there
were pros and cons in our company like this “is it true to raise the ratio under the
circumstances including large-scale investments and negative cash flow”. In a sense, we
ask our stakeholders about management for the next three years through the mid-term
business plan. Since our management itself is based on a long-term vision, we wish you
would be our longtime stakeholders.

We are sure this large-scale investment contributes to future return, so no need for a
conditional clause like “Iʼll return if that time comes”. If we in return continuously, the
financial structure can be maintained, so this reflects SMM managementʼs resolve to
increase shareholder return as much as possible.

In a world weʼve lived in, there is no theoretical value as for consolidated dividend
payout ratio. As you have pointed out, we considered it over and over but finally
decided like that.

Q Regarding increasing battery materials, and say either, uncertainty, my impression is
that it has been caused by your customer side needs and capacity including lands.

Nozaki As you said, the future of the development of battery materials is very severe.
There are so many unpredictable elements; nobody knows what kind of batteries would
be used in the future, how would the worldʼs supply system change or not, and would
the EV become one of the profitable resources.

We are now dealing with only Panasonic and Toyota. Conversely, itʼs almost over our
limits only with these two companies, so we have not increased our capacity or
conducted the marketing widely.

Under such a situation, as a result of discussing with various customers, we described
as one possible portfolio here. It is another problem whether we can have met the



demands of customers. Also, capital expenditure is becoming really large. Regarding
those elements and our capacity, it is calculated.

Q As you explained before, you have planned to strengthen cooperation with the
overseas partner corporates and enhance your ability to carry out dialogue with them.
In my understanding, that implies you will commit to researching and planning to mine
more than before because of this time deterioration of ore grade.

However, it may be not easy to carry your opinion to operation majority. Taking into
consideration increasing cost, would you mind talking more about what is your
awareness of the issues?

Nozaki Itʼs true about dialogue with the overseas mine partner corporates, and we
have participated as a minority. So, itʼs common to have priority over majority opinions.
Although there is a long-term mining plan in operation of overseas mines, there is
sometimes accident such as the place we mined was not what we expected. In that kind
of cases, mining plans might change for long-lasting mine and so far.

Regarding our ability to carry out dialogue with partners, in a sense, handling natural
resources are always affected by natural phenomenon, and so is the operating
schedules of mines. However, we need to know and reflect those changes to our
management straightaway otherwise the fluctuation of profits will grow and
stakeholders would surely feel uneasy about it.

Knowing it, the division concerned has a committee once in a quarter, and people
discuss the operating project; Is there something unexpected currently, or there might
be these kinds of things and what would they do if something really happens. We ask
and dig deep the discussion to provide instructions.

Q I have two questions concerned with Profit (Loss) before tax on page 67. One is,
there is a statement 10 billion yen (plus) in Material Business, may I ask the production
amount of battery cathode materials premised?

Another one is, how would be the NMC(nickel, manganese, cobalt) in the mid-term
plan? I mean, now your company is having only NCA for mainly Tesla and Toyota as a
profitable resource. Is there any estimation in a change of this circumstance included in
2018 3-Year Business Plan? Also, while cobalt remains downward numbers, let me ask
how are you going to make profits such as 10 billion yen.

Nozaki I understand your questions as these two; “Would the main profitable resource
among Material business be batteries or not?” “Is that predicted in profits of 2021?” Just
for that, since we have policies between our customers I cannot give much of
descriptions. But, certain growth in the battery business is likely to be achieved.



住友⾦属鉱⼭、“世界の⾮鉄リーダー”を
⽬指し18中計を策定・公表

Although I cannot mention it here, comments such as our plan about strengthening in
investment plan for a fiscal year might imply its contents. Thank you.

Q My question is concerned with Capital Expenditure, Investment, and Financing on
page 37. I doubt that there are some parts to be determined yet, but if there is
anything settled, would you touch on those?

Nozaki One of the things I can break down Capital Expenditure, Investment, and
Financing on page 37, is Quebrada Blanca. This is almost fixed and clear. Exclusively, we
are now having a discussion about funds with Teck. We are regarding this case as
investment and lending in a stable assumption, however, its scale and proceeding speed
could not be mentioned yet.

Others would be the current status of Pomalaa and battery materials as I talked before,
both projects have already simulated those procedures and amount of funds needed.
These two are itemized as an investment, but especially overseas projects such as
Pomalaa ʻs future is totally unpredictable. So I would like you to understand that those
numbers have numerous presuppositions behind.
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